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Introduction
This site at Rivers Townland, Annacotty, Co Limerick has recently been acquired for
development. The site and the nature of its development is conditional on the nature
and extent of RMP sites LI006-063 (Enclosure), LI006-094001 (Burnt Mound Activity),
LI006-094002 (Corn drying kiln) and LI006-094003 (Excavation – miscellaneous), all
of which are located within this site.
It was decided to carry out an archaeological assessment of the site. This assessment
included a documentary review, a preliminary site visit and test trench excavations to
determine the archaeological potential of the site (if any). A geophysical survey of the
site was carried out in late July 2017 as a part of this assessment (JML Surveys.
Licence ref: 17R0144).
The site was inspected by Red Tobin of RedArc Consulting Ltd on the 10th June 2017
and archaeological test trenching was carried out over the site on the 9th October
2017 (Licence reference: 17E0450). To assess the site, nine (9) test trenches were
proposed (Fig 3). A further six (6) trenches were excavated on 19 th December 2017
under an extension to Licence Ref:17E0450. This report presents the results of the
assessment and the test trenching.
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Archaeological Assessment

2.1

Methodology

Rivers Td, Annacotty, Co Limerick

The desk study part of this assessment involved carrying out an examination of
material compiled on the actual site and on the historical and archaeological
landscape within which it is sited. This involved examination of the files of the
National Monuments Service Archive in Dublin with particular reference to the Record
of Monuments and Places, the Archaeological Survey of Ireland and any reports from
licenced excavations. The photographic archive and historical mapping of the
Ordnance Survey of Ireland were also consulted while general documentary research
was carried out on other source material including the topographical files held by the
National Museum of Ireland.
A detailed field inspection was carried out on the 10th June 2017. This inspection
involved field walking and inspecting the development site to consider the potential
for impacts within the development footprint. It also determined the locations for test
trenches to be opened during the test excavation exercise. These locations were to
be finalised following the geophysical survey carried out subsequently in July 2017
(JML Surveys; Licence Ref: 17R0144) (Fig 3).
Arising from the documentary review and the report on the geophysical survey an
initial programme of test trenching was proposed and carried out in October 2017.
The results from this test excavation deemed it necessary to return to the site in
December to open a further series of trenches (Licence ref:17E0450 and extension).

2.2

Site Location
The site is located due south of the R445 (Fig 1 & 2) and immediately south east of a
major roundabout. Castletroy lies to the north west and Annacotty to the east. The
site is currently a green field under fairly dense rough pasture and scrub vegetation
(Plate 4). The site slopes from south to north. The site is surrounded by mature
housing estates.

2.3

Archaeological Background
The principal RMP site on this site is a possible enclosure LI006-063. This site was
identified by Celie O’Rahilly, an archaeologist formerly with Limerick Corporation,
from an aerial photograph (Plates 1 & 2). The site was identified as a cropmark on a
roll of film held by the OSI and flown on the 13.09.1985 (Ref: OS 3/9195). At this time,
the OPW (Office of Public Works) Survey1 of Co Limerick, listed the site as ‘Potential
Site – Air Photo’. It should be stated that the photograph attached to the OPW site
file was a poor-quality photocopy on which the ‘potential site’ was indicated using

1

The National Monuments Service operated under the auspices of the Office of Public Works. The survey of Co
Limerick was part of an office centred survey based on cartographic research, aerial photographs and historical
references. Field work was not carried out as a general rule.
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Tippex. The location is inaccurate as the possible enclosure is depicted further to the
west. In the original photograph, which was sourced and acquired for this
assessment, the possible enclosure appears oval in plan extending south from the
R445. The R445 appears to be undergoing roadworks at the time of the flight and the
realignment for the dual carriageway is almost complete.
On completion of the OPW Survey, the SMR (sites and monuments record) was
compiled at which time this site was listed as LI006-063 and reclassified as ‘Possible
Enclosure’. This classification was then carried forward to the Record of Monuments
and Places (RMP). As it is listed on the RMP this site is protected under National
Monuments legislation. LI006-063 is scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of
the RMP.
This possible enclosure is not depicted on any edition of the Ordnance Survey
historical mapping. There is no survey data for the possible enclosure and it appears
that the site was not inspected on the ground. All sites of this form in this area are
listed as ‘enclosure’ which would indicate that there is no field-based survey data
available.
The roundabout which lies to the north west of the site is at an advance stage of
construction by 1995, based on the OSI digital aerial cover. It was suggested that the
possible enclosure site had been severely impacted on or obliterated by the
construction of this roundabout and associated roadworks.
With the development of infrastructure and the construction of housing estates in this
area, by 2000 this site was becoming a desirable piece of development land. By 2005,
it is clear from the aerial coverage (OSI) that this site was enclosed on three sides by
housing estates.

2.4

Test Excavation 2005 (ADS 05E1251)
In December 2005 Archaeological Development Services carried out a test
excavation (Licence ref: 05E1251) on this site in advance of a planning application
for a commercial development. This excavation was designed to assess the
archaeological potential of the site and the possibility of adverse impacts arising out
of the development. It should be noted that the ADS report does not include the
original OSI photograph.
In the abstract to the ADS report it is stated that ‘it is possible that the site (LI006063) has been previously impacted upon by the construction of the roundabout in the
northwest corner of the site’. The abstract goes on to state that ‘No materials or
artefacts of an archaeological or historical nature were encountered that could be
absolutely related to RMP LI006-063 in the course of testing’.
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8 trenches were excavated during this test excavation to an average depth of 600mm
(Plate 3). While the trenches appeared not to reveal any surviving evidence for the
possible enclosure site it did produce archaeological material. Following the test
excavation these individual features were listed on the RMP for Co Limerick. The
method of recording used by ADS during the test excavation does not record the
actual trenches but rather focusses on the potential archaeological contexts recorded.
Material associated with burnt mound/fulacht fiadh (LI006-094001) activity was
identified in Trench 1 placing it securely in the north-western corner of the site.
A feature that appears to be a cereal drying kiln (LI006-094002) was identified in
Trench 3, again placing it in the north-western corner of the site.
A lens of fire reddened material was identified towards the western limit of Trench 6.
This does not necessarily constitute an archaeological feature but might suggest
further archaeological activity in that area.
Section 3.1 of the report states that ‘While the adjacent N7 roundabout to the
northwest may have truncated or obliterated RMP LI006-063 it should be considered
that sufficient quantities of outlying features reside beneath the topsoil to form a
complex of some significance’.
The remainder of the site was not fully tested but did record probable field boundaries
crossing the site (LI006-094003). None of these fence lines appear on the Ordnance
survey historical maps (19th century). This would imply that these fences predate
1800, but the test excavation did not suggest any dates for this activity.
ADS concluded that ‘…the northwest quadrant of the site should be topsoil stripped
well in advance of any construction programme. This is to ensure that sufficient time
is available to undertake appropriate archaeological mitigation strategies such as
hand excavation of all features that may be impacted upon by the development.’
It should be noted that upon receipt of this report the RMP was updated to include
the features identified during the ADS test excavation. These were marked in the
centre of the site rather than in the northwest corner in association with the possible
enclosure.

2.5

Geophysical Survey (JML Surveys 17R0144)
The geophysical survey (JML Surveys. Licence Ref: 17R0144) adds little in the way
of clarity to the picture. The survey suggests the presence of potential archaeological
material in the north-western part of the site. It did not confirm the location of the
possible enclosure or any of the other features. These may be too small to register
on the data sets or may fall outside the area surveyed. The survey has defined the
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location and extent of various field boundaries and large amounts of ferrous material
on the site likely to originate through agricultural activity or modern dumping.
The results of this survey highlighted further areas worth testing (Fig 3) and also
justified test trenching in the extreme north-western portion of the site to confirm any
survival of even partial remains of the possible enclosure. According to the
geophysics there is no surviving trace of the possible enclosure site RMP LI006-063,
but there is considerable evidence in the data for extensive agricultural activity which
may have all but wiped out any evidence for the possible enclosure.

2.6

Test Excavation 09.10.2017 (RedArc Consulting Ltd, 17E0450)
The trench layout for this excavation was established with direct reference to the
interpretative data produced by the geophysical survey (Fig 3). Trenches 1-4 are
radial trenches designed to confirm any surviving traces of the ditch of the possible
enclosure LI006-063. Trenches 5-7 are designed to examine possible features
identified either as trends in the data sets or anomalies that potentially might be
archaeological in origin. Trenches 8 and 9 are designed to test the location of a sub
rectangular possible enclosure/field system to the extreme east of the site and
identified from the original OSI aerial photograph (Plates 1 & 2). It also offered another
opportunity to examine the field systems.
Excavation was carried out using a 360° Excavator with 1.80m grading bucket. The
trenches (9 No) were excavated to natural or to an archaeological stratum. The
trenches were fully recorded and backfilled upon completion.
Weather on the day was dry at first but with a steady decline into heavy rainfall by
midday. The following description of the trenches follows the sequence of their
excavation.
Trench 4 (Fig 3, Plates 5-7) (ING Coords: 163788.53/157480.81 &
163776.04/157486.04)
Trench 4 was the first of 4 trenches designed to test for any surviving remains of the
possible enclosure ditch as suggested in the geophysical survey data. The trench
was excavated on a bearing 120°- 300° ESE-WNW. The trench was 24.00m in length
and 0.60m in depth.
0m - 2.60m: Mixed clay over old sod layer – construction debris from roundabout and
road construction.
2.70m – 4.50m: adjacent to the south west baulk was noted a sizeable patch of ash
with frequent charcoal measuring 1.56m from ESE to WNW and 1.00m from the NNE
baulk (Plate 6).
5.70m – 6.60m: lean mix concrete laid over water main crossing Trench 1 from SW
to NE.
11.00m – 13.00m: root rich, loose infilled feature. Likely to correspond to ADS Trench
2.
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13.00m – 24.00m: Good clay natural. Broken at 16.60m by a grey/white clay linear
feature (Plate 7) crossing the trench from SSW-NNE on a 30° bearing (possible
French drain).
Trench 3 (Fig 3, Plates 8-9) (ING Coords: 163795.33/157458.41 &
163774.74/157470.24)
Trench 3 was the second of 4 trenches designed to test for any surviving remains of
the possible enclosure ditch. The trench was excavated on a bearing of 130°- 310°
SE to NW. The trench was 27.00m in length and excavated to a depth of 0.40m.
0m – 11.50m: Good clay natural.
11.50m – 14.00m: root rich, loose infilled feature. Likely to correspond to ADS Trench
2.
14.00m – 22.60m: Good clay natural. At 16.40m adjacent and abutting the northern
baulk of Trench 2 was a feature 0.20m in diameter with a grey ashy fill and frequent
charcoal.
22.60m – 25.30m: Oxidised clay and frequent charcoal and ash (Plate 9). This
‘spread’ is tending to the southern baulk but is likely to spread both north and south
from here.
Trench 2 (Fig 3, Plates 10-11) (ING Coords: 163788.20/157446.53 &
163777.55/157458.52)
Trench 2 was the third of 4 trenches designed to test for any surviving remains of the
possible enclosure ditch. The trench was excavated on a bearing of 110°- 290° ESE
to WNW. The trench was 19.00m in length and excavated to a depth of 0.30m.
0m – 12.00m: Good clay natural – featureless
12.00m – 14.00m: root rich, loose infilled feature. Likely to correspond to ADS Trench
2.
16.00m – 17.00m: extending north from the southern baulk is a well-defined feature.
It manifests as a brown fill with frequent charcoal and with a ‘halo’ of oxidised clay. It
may be a hearth or furnace / kiln (Plate 11).
Trench 1 (Fig 3, Plate 12) (ING Coords: 163770.35/157447.33 &
163770.48/157428.31)
Trench 1 was the fourth of 4 trenches designed to test for any surviving remains of
the possible enclosure ditch. The trench was excavated on a bearing of 0°- 180° N to
S. The trench was 21.00m in length and excavated to a depth of 0.30 – 0.40m.
0m – 21.00m: Good natural - featureless.
Trench 5 (Fig 3, Plate 13) (ING Coords: 163840.73/157482.95 &
163815.98/157480.62)
Trench 5 was excavated on an east to west bearing and designed to investigate some
‘trends’’ in the geophysical data sets. The trench was 27.00m in length and excavated
to between 0.40 – 0.50m in depth.
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From the western terminus;
0m-8.00m: Good clay natural, featureless.
8.00m – 10.00m: root rich, loose infilled feature. Likely to correspond to ADS Trench
5.
10.00m – 19.00m: Good clay natural - featureless.
19.00m – 22.00m: oxidised clay and ephemeral charcoal flecking. No particular form.
22.00m – 27.00m: Good clay natural – featureless.
Trench 8 (Fig 3, Plate 17) (ING Coords: 163887.93/157497.69 &
163892.84/157471.36)
Trench 8 was designed to test the eastern extremity of the site for any traces of the
sub rectangular ‘possible enclosure’ noted on the 1985 aerial of the site. Trench 8
was excavated from N-S over a distance of 27.00m. Natural was reached between
0.30m and 0.50m.
The southern extremity of the trench rises quite sharply, and it became quite obvious
that this portion of the site had been used as a soil dump for imported material,
possibly from one of the adjacent housing developments. This manifested itself
clearly as sub soil / clay overlying a buried sod layer. Upon recognition of this fact the
trench was excavated to original natural.
Trench 8 was completely sterile along its full length apart from hitting the eastern end
of ADS Trench 1.
Trench 6 (Fig 3, Plate 14) (ING Coords: 163882.95/157491.36 &
163862.89/157489.93)
Trench 6 was designed to test the site for any traces of the sub rectangular ‘possible
enclosure’ noted on the 1985 aerial of the site. Trench 6 was excavated from E-W,
beginning from Trench 8 and excavated over a distance of 27.00m. Natural was
reached between 0.50m and 0.60m.
Trench 6 was completely sterile. Its western terminus was delimited by a backfilled
trial hole. A piezometer was noted to the north of this location.
Trench 7 (Fig 3, Plates 15-16) (ING Coords:163862.75/157447.29 &
163835.196/157466.56)
Trench 7 was designed to cross another anomalous ‘feature’ picked up during the
geophysical survey. Trench 7 was excavated on a bearing of 310°-130° NW-SE. It
was excavated to natural at between 0.40m and 0.50m over a distance of 35.00m.
0m -17.00m: Good clay natural
17.00m – 17.50m: Possible field boundary crossing the trench from NNE-SSW
19.00m – 23.00m: linear charcoal feature and ash spread with frequent charcoal.
This might prove to be a burned-out tree root (Plate 15).
7
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23.00m – 35.00m: Good clay natural.
Trench 9
Trench 9 was not excavated as it was designed to test the possible sub-rectangular
possible enclosure from west to east. This was achieved by extending Trench 6 to
meet with Trench 8.

Summary of testing (09.10.2017)
Trenches 4, 3 and 2, in the northwest corner of the site, revealed archaeological
features which extended the spread suggested by the ADS test excavation in 2005.
None of these three trenches defined the location of the enclosing ditch of the
possible enclosure (LI006-063). They did, however, raise the possibility that the
features exposed were located on the interior of the possible enclosure (LI006-063),
in which case, the possible enclosure remains extant, to some extent, within the
proposed development site.
The remaining trenches tested a number of anomalies identified by the geophysical
survey. In general, the features identified in Trenches 5 and 7 are without form and
may be burned out tree roots.
Trenches 6 and 8 were located to test for any remains of a possible rectilinear
enclosure that was apparent in the 1985 aerial photograph. Both trenches were
sterile.

2.7

Test Excavation 19.12.2017 (RedArc Consulting Ltd, 17E0450 ext)
Based on the results of the 2017 test excavation (RedArc Consulting Ltd: Ref:
17E0450) and a reassessment of the 2005 test excavation (ADS 05E1251) it
appeared that there was a distinct probability that the features (both 2005 and 2017)
represented activity within the possible Enclosure (LI006-063).
A copy of the original aerial photograph (OSI 053/9195 – flown 13/09/1985) was reexamined and overlaid on current mapping. This clearly shows that the possible
Enclosure (LI006-063) maybe almost totally intact and lies within the development
site. It also showed that test trenches 2, 3 and 4 (17E0450) were located within the
footprint of the enclosure. (JML Surveys, November 2017) (Fig)
In consultation with the client it was decided that it was imperative to confirm the
footprint of the possible enclosure within the proposed development site with a view
to avoidance and preservation in situ.
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Using the overlaid aerial photograph and recent digital mapping it was possible to peg
out the footprint of the enclosure on the site (30.11.2017 JML Surveys). A series of
six (6) further test trenches were positioned to define the ditch of the enclosure, if any.
Licence ref: 17E0450 was extended to cover the additional trenching which was
carried out on the 19.12.2017. Weather conditions on the day were ideal, clear and
mild.
Trench A (Fig, Plate 18)
(ING Coords:163806.67/157489.59 & 163793.68/157486.36)
Trench A was excavated from east to west and was the trench located nearest the
northern limit of the development site and the R445. Trench A corresponds clearly
with the location of the 2005 testing (ADS 05E1251). At 1.60m from the eastern
terminus of Trench A the machine exposed hazard tape from the 2005 excavation
and again at 10.50m, although this time along with the hazard tape was the visible
edge of polythene sheeting. Trench A was dug to 0.50m. The natural/sterile is a stiff,
dense pink clay with frequent stones. No evidence for the ditch of the enclosure was
noted.
Trench B (Fig, Plates 19-20)
(ING Coords:163811.64/157473.42 & 163798.27/157477.12)
Trench B was excavated to the south of Trench A and once more was excavated from
east to west. The distinctive pink clay natural is unbroken for the first 8.00m from the
eastern terminus of Trench B. From 8.00m on the southern baulk of Trench B to
9.60m on the northern baulk is the clear edge of a ditch which extends west for
approximately 3.00m to 11.70m on the southern baulk and 12.00m on the northern.
The western edge is again quite clearly defined by the characteristic pink clay natural.
The ditch itself is defined by a yellow, sandy silt, clear of any large inclusions.
Trench C (Fig, Plates 21-22)
(ING Coords:163802.25/157453.49 & 163793.79/157459.18)
Trench C was excavated to the south of Trench B. It was located at a point where
the enclosure started to curve around to the west, forming the southern limit of the
enclosure. The pink clay natural is unbroken from the eastern terminus of Trench C.
At 4.60m the eastern edge of the ditch becomes apparent as the yellow, sandy silt
fill. The ditch extends westwards to 7.20m. A layer of ash overlies the ditch fill from
5.50m to 6.30m. A dense deposit of charcoal is evident along the southern baulk of
Trench C from 7.00m to 8.60m. This charcoal deposit with evidence for in situ
burning in the form of oxidised clay extends from Trench C to the eastern baulk of
Trench D.
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Trench D (Fig, Plates 23-24)
(ING Coords:163793.79/157459.18 & 163791.32/157452.90)
Trench D was excavated from north to south, at 90° to Trench C, using the western
terminus of Trench C as its northern terminus. At the juncture of Trenches C & D is
the extension of the dense charcoal deposit first noted in Trench C. It is also apparent
in the eastern baulk of Trench D, defined by a dense layer of charcoal with evidence
for in situ burning taking the form of heavily oxidised clay. The charcoal deposit
spreads over a metre westward into Trench D and extending south by 2.00m. This
feature does not have any clear form but does display clear edges defined by the
oxidised clay ‘halo’. From 2. 00m the pink natural slopes gently to the south ending
at the northern edge of the ditch at 5.00m. The ditch, formed by the characteristic
yellow sandy silt, extends south to 8.00m. This point defines the southern limit of the
enclosure within Trench D. To the south of this point, Trench D is completely sterile.
Trench E (Fig, Plates 25-26)
(ING Coords:163788.45/157462.41 & 163781.13/157452.33)
Trench E, to the west of Trench D, was excavated from north to south, to locate the
southern limit of the enclosure ditch. From the northern terminus, south to 4.00m the
exposed surface is not the characteristic pink clay natural, rather an orange brown
stratum that displays some evidence of oxidisation, accounting for the orange
colouration in the soil. The ground slopes to the south, across the northern edge of
the ditch at 4.00m. The ground continues to slope to the centre of the ditch before it
rises again to the southern limit of the ditch at 7.50m. To the south of this point the
trench becomes sterile displaying the pink clay natural. During the excavation of
Trench E, it crosses the line of one of the ADS (2005) trenches, possibly Trench 6.
ADS recorded three ‘contexts’ in Trench 6 but appear to have either misinterpreted
the main enclosing ditch or did not note it at the time. The ADS trench crossed Trench
E from north west to south east. The hazard tape defining one of their ‘contexts’ was
unearthed along the eastern baulk of Trench E close to the southern edge of the ditch.
Trench F (Fig, Plate 27)
(ING Coords:163775.16/157468.78 & 163768.99/157460.31)
Trench F was located to the west-northwest of Trench E and excavated from the eastnortheast terminus. Trench F, was sited on the footprint of the enclosure to define
where it curved round to the north west and determined the south-western limit of the
enclosure. The ditch became apparent 3.10m from the east north-eastern terminus
of Trench F, with its outer limit defined at 6.00m. In Trench F the ditch was little more
than a discolouration in the natural. On closer inspection the ditch was defined by its
basal fill of small stones and very sandy silt between. The remainder of Trench F to
the west south-west was completely sterile. It would appear that the groundworks
carried out as part of the road construction to the west impacted on the enclosure
along its western side.
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Summary of testing 19.12.2017
The excavation of these six (6) trenches completely confirms the location and
existence of the enclosure LI006-063 and its condition. The absence of evidence for
the ditch in Trench A (Plate 18) and the faint traces of the ditch in Trench F (Plate 27)
suggests that while the enclosure survives within the proposed development site that
it did sustain some direct impacts. The upgrade of the R445 to dual carriageway to
the north, the construction of the roundabout to the north west and the access road
from the roundabout to the housing estates to the south impacted slightly on the
northern and western boundaries of the enclosure. It is not possible to determine the
full extent of these impacts.
Trenches B, C, D and E (Plates 19-26) show the definite existence of an enclosing
ditch. The ditch which is 3.00m in width and was originally dug into the pink clay
natural. Over time the ditch silted up naturally with sandy silt washed in from upslope
to the east and south east. These four trenches, along with Trenches 2, 3 and 4
(Licence ref:17E0450, 09.10.2017) and the ADS trenches (05E1251) show that the
interior of the enclosure displays evidence of intense activity in the past. The antiquity
of the enclosure remains unknown.
Trenches B, C, D and E all demonstrated that the activity was concentrated within the
enclosure as defined by the ditch. No evidence of archaeological activity was noted
in any of the trenches beyond the limit of the ditch.
By confirming the existence of the enclosure ditch this test excavation places the
‘contexts’ described in the ADS report within the enclosure as against a peripheral
spread as suggested.

2.8

Impact Assessment & Mitigation Strategy
The Enclosure (LI006-063)
This assessment has confirmed the presence and the location of the ‘possible’
enclosure site (LI006-063). The Enclosure survives, at least partially, within the
north-western corner of the proposed development site. Archaeological material was
identified in the north-western corner of the site during all three test excavations.
Including the RMP sites LI006-094001 – Burnt Mound Activity, LI006-094002 – Cereal
Drying Kiln and LI006-094003 – Miscellaneous Excavation; this material is located
within the confines of the Enclosure. The test excavation on the 19.12.2017 (RedArc
Consulting Ltd, 17E0450 ext) also confirmed that archaeological material does not
extend beyond the external limits of the Enclosure ditch. The antiquity of the
Enclosure is not known as the excavations did not test specific features and no
dateable evidence was recovered.
The Enclosure measures m (north to south) and m (east to west) and is oval in plan.
No surface trace of the Enclosure remains extant above ground, its presence
suggested by an aerial photograph and confirmed by test excavation.
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The client has confirmed that the north-western corner of the site should be avoided
during the proposed development and that the Enclosure be preserved in situ. As a
result, the Enclosure (LI006-063) and its associated internal features will not sustain
any direct impacts during the proposed development.
Excluding the north-western corner, the remainder of the site can be developed
subject to an appropriate mitigation strategy as follows;
a) Using the information and ING coordinates recorded during this assessment the
location of the Enclosure should be fixed and shown on all mapping and design
plans for any proposed development.
b) Prior to commencement of any site works the north-western corner should be
secured with Harris fencing (or suitable equivalent). Based on the confirmed
coordinates of the Enclosure ditch (Fig.) , a minimal buffer zone (<5.00m) should
be defined prior to the erection of the fencing.
c) The fenced off area cannot be used during the development.
d) Incorporating the north-western corner of the site and the Enclosure (preserved
in-situ) into the final layout of the development must be considered as part of the
design plan and suitable mitigation suggested.
e) The developer should employ the services of an experienced and suitably
qualified archaeologist / archaeological consultant to advise on any issues arising
during the course of the development.
f) All topsoil removal should be monitored by an archaeologist under licence form
the National Monuments Service. Any archaeological features outside the RMP
buffer zone should be preserved by record.
g) Should any archaeological remains be unearthed, the area will be immediately
secured and the client and appropriate authorities informed of the discovery within
96 hours. The contractor will be allowed to continue their work at an alternate
location with an archaeologist in attendance. The archaeological features exposed
may require a separate licence application and detailed method statement
depending on the outcome of discussions with the National Monuments Service,
and The National Museum of Ireland.
The recommendations of this assessment are subject to approval of the National
Monuments Section of the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, the
National Museum of Ireland and the local planning authority, Limerick County Council.

Redmond Tobin
October 2017
RedArc Consulting Ltd
35 Brook Meadow
Avoca
Co Wicklow
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Figure 1: General site location

Figure 2: Site location with RMP sites indicated (in red)
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Figure 3: Test trench layout October 2017 (17E0450)
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Plate 1: OSI aerial photograph from 1985 (OS3/9195)
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Plate 2: Detail of possible enclosure site LI006-063 from OS aerial (OS3/9195)

Plate 3: Location of possible enclosure LI006-063 from OSI aerial (in blue)
overlaid on current OSI aerial cover for the site. ADS trench locations (2005)
overlaid from other aerial source.
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Plate 4: Panorama view of site from the SW

Plate 5: Trench 4 looking E
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Plate 6: Possible feature in Trench 4

Plate 7: Linear feature in Trench 4
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Plate 8: Trench 3 looking ESE

Plate 9: Soil discoloration with charcoal Trench 3
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Plate 10: Trench 2 looking SE

Plate 11: Well defined sub circular feature Trench 2
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Plate 12: Trench 1 looking S

Plate 13: Trench 5 looking E
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Plate 14: Trench 6 looking W

Plate 15: Probable burnt roots Trench 7
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Plate 16: Trench 7 looking SE

Plate 17: Trench 8 looking N
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Plate 18: Trench A looking east (19.12.2017)

Plate 19: Trench B looking ESE (19.12.2017)
Enclosure ditch marked by ranging rods
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Plate 20: Trench B, detail, looking south. Ditch cut visible and marked by
ranging rods (19.12.2017).

Plate 21: Trench C looking SSW. Enclosure ditch marked by ranging rods.
Trench D in background (19.12.2017)
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Plate 22: Trench C looking E. Ditch marked by ranging rods. In-situ burning
visible to bottom right (19.12.2017)

Plate 23: Trench D, detail, looking east. Note oxidised layer in section
(19.12.2017).
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Plate 24: Trench D, looking SW. Enclosure ditch marked by ranging rods
(19.12.2017)

Plate 25: Trench E, looking NNE. Enclosure ditch marked with ranging rods.
Note discolouration showing location of ADS test trench (19.12.2017)
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Plate 26: Trench E, looking SSW. Enclosure ditch marked by ranging rods. Note
ADS test trench overlying (19.12.2017)

Plate 27: Trench F, looking NNE. Faint traces of enclosure ditch marked by
ranging rods (19.12.2017).

